Show Media Job Opportunity

Show Media is a leading provider of custom integrated solutions to Fortune 500 companies. With media properties ranging from traditional out-of-home advertising to place-based networks designed to target specific audiences, Show Media provides its brand partners with unique transportation-based campaigns that generate maximum exposure and help foster an emotional connection between the brand and the target consumer. In 2011, Show Media was ranked #6 in Inc. 500 Fastest Growing Companies in America list with a 3-year growth rate of 11,748.5%. Show Media has been included in this prestigious list for three years in a row. Their client roster includes: Microsoft Bing, AT&T, Ray-Ban, HTC, Lionsgate Films and countless other Fortune 100 companies.

Here are the positions we are hiring:
Software Engineer - [http://jobs.showmedia.com/apply/9H47Ya/Software-Engineer.html](http://jobs.showmedia.com/apply/9H47Ya/Software-Engineer.html)